Abstract-We present a method for ordering the wavelet coefficient information in a compressed bitstream that allows an image to be sequentially decoded, with lower memory requirements than conventional wavelet decompression schemes. We also introduce a hybrid filtering scheme that uses different horizontal and vertical filters, each with different depths of wavelet decomposition. This reduces decoder memory requirements by reducing the instantaneous number of wavelet coefficients needed for inverse filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
W E CONSIDER the transmission of compressed images or video to inexpensive output devices, such as color printers and wireless videophones, where the amount of onboard memory is tightly constrained. While some existing compression algorithms have low memory requirements, many "high-memory" wavelet-based algorithms have superior distortion versus rate performance, such as embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coding, introduced by Shapiro [1] and later refined by Said and Pearlman [2] (SPIHT algorithm). In this letter, we introduce two new techniques to reduce memory requirements for wavelet compression. First, we alter the order of the transmitted information, so that the encoder sends to the decoder only the minimal set of wavelet coefficients needed to compute a given segment of an inverse wavelet transform (IWT) and to produce one output line of the image. The number of coefficients involved in the given partial IWT operation can be minimized by judicious selection of different filter lengths in the two spatial directions, and at different levels of hierarchical decomposition. We describe our memory-efficient coding scheme in terms of an improvement to zerotree algorithms such as EZW and SPIHT. We use the SPIHT zerotree approach as an example quantizer; we alter the wavelet transform and the bitstream ordering, and we omit their entropy coding step, to reduce complexity. A related scheme developed independently appears in [5] ; it offers different performance tradeoffs.
II. BITSTREAM REORDERING
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Publisher Item Identifier S 1070-9908(98)06866-7. bitstream. Even though a full-frame forward wavelet transform is used to obtain the wavelet coefficients array, only a small subset of the wavelet coefficients is required by the IWT to obtain any given output row, without further quantization loss. This process can be described in terms of line-byline reconstruction in the image spatial domain. We seek the minimum set of wavelet coefficients that must be received by the decoder in order to reconstruct a given single horizontal row in the output image. Then we transmit the minimum set of additional wavelet coefficients needed to reconstruct the following row. The decoder expunges any coefficients from the previous set that are not needed in the reconstruction of future rows. This process is iterated for each row until the entire image is reconstructed [3] , [4] .
As an example, suppose we decompose one level using a two-tap Haar filter. Coefficients needed to reconstruct the first output row are shown in Fig. 1(a) . With more decomposition levels, memory requirements increase. With a two-level decomposition [see Fig. 1(b) ], the decoder can be analyzed in terms of one level of IWT at a time. A single row of coefficients from each of the four smaller subbands allows reconstruction of the top two rows of the band. Using only the top row from the band, together with the top row from each of the other subbands, allows a second round of inverse wavelet filtering to reconstruct the top row (and second row) of image pixels to be reconstructed. Now consider the zerotree dependencies. In EZW, each coefficient in the lowest band ( band) has three children, and each of those has a 2 2 block of children in the next lower directional subband. This additional quantization information is not needed in the IWT to reconstruct the top row of pixels. However, with an EZW-style quantization, one cannot avoid the transmission and storage of this additional information when the top row is reconstructed. For this quantization method, the minimal set of quantized coefficients received by the decoder (for this decomposition level and choice of filter) is shown in Fig. 1(c) . These coefficients allow reconstruction of the top row and are in fact sufficient to enable the decoder to reconstruct the top four rows.
The situation is less favorable when longer filters are used. With a four-tap Daubechies filter, two rows of coefficients from each of the four subbands allow reconstruction of the top output row. To reconstruct the second row, no additional coefficients are needed, nor can we purge any coefficients. To reconstruct the third row, one line can be purged from each of the four subbands, and we need to receive a new line from the encoder for each of the four subbands. The memory usage thus remains constant. This forms a "sliding window" in which wavelet coefficients enter the window, are used for a few rounds of inverse filtering to reconstruct some rows, and then exit the window.
This process can be thought of as a reordering of the SPIHT or EZW output bitstream. An ordinary SPIHT encoder (without arithmetic coding) is used initially to encode the input image to the desired transmission rate. The encoder rearranges the progressively ordered bits so that the bits corresponding to the top line of trees are transmitted first, followed by the next line of trees, etc. A small header is sent at the beginning of the image, which describes the threshold and the coordinates of the coefficient at which the encoding of the original algorithm (not reordered) terminates. The decoder then evaluates, as it decodes each row in the reordered bitstream, whether the received bits correspond to a threshold of , and, if they do, whether the coefficient coordinates correspond to a position that follows . If they do, then the decoder deduces that the data corresponds to the next row. While the encoding process can perhaps most easily be understood as a reordering of the zerotree-style bitstream, in actual practice the encoder does not need to encode the full frame and then reorder it. As long as the encoder has some means of determining or estimating the desired terminating threshold, it can run SPIHT-style on the reduced sets of coefficient trees in sequence, as can the decoder.
III. HYBRID FILTERING
The examples illustrate that more coefficients are required to produce a single output row when either the filter length increases, or the number of decomposition levels increases. For example, with a 512 512 image undergoing a single level of filtering with a two-tap filter, only 2 512 1024 wavelet coefficients are required to produce an output row (512 pixels). This constitutes 0.4% of the wavelet coefficient array. With a full six levels of decomposition using the same short filter, 64 rows or 12.5% of the array is involved in producing a single output row. With six levels of decomposition with 9-7 biorthogonal filters, the zerotree quantization structure requires approximately 62.5% of the coefficients to be buffered at one time. (Note that the SPIHT encoder groups coefficients together after the last decomposition operation, producing an effect similar to a seventh level of decomposition, and so essentially 100% of the coefficient array is involved in producing a single output row).
One can save in memory by shortening the filters or decomposing fewer levels, at the expense of significant SPIHT performance reduction. However, in our scheme, neither large numbers of levels of decomposition nor long filter lengths in the horizontal direction cause increased memory requirements, since one horizontal row always is reconstructed at a time, matching the direction in which the paper exits the printer. To satisfy (and exploit) these constraints, we introduce a hybrid filter-a wavelet transform that uses either different numbers of decomposition levels or different filter lengths, or both, in the different spatial directions. In one example, we perform the full six levels of decomposition using the 9-7 filters in the horizontal direction and in the vertical direction we decompose three levels with the 9-7 filters, and an additional three levels with the 2-tap Haar filters. The total number of levels of decomposition in each direction is six in this example, but the buffering is much less than if the 9-7 filters were used in both directions. The total number of levels of decomposition does not have to be the same in the two directions. There exist many different possibilities, each presenting its own trade-off between distortion, rate, and buffering requirements. It is also possible to allow the transforms in the two directions to be of different types (e.g., horizontal wavelet transform and vertical block DCT), giving rise to other trade-offs such as visual artifacts due to "blocking." Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the decoding mechanism used with a hybrid filtering structure in the vertical direction with six levels of wavelet reconstruction. The first three levels are performed using Haar filters and the latter three levels use 9-7 biorthogonal filters. It is assumed that all six levels of decomposition in the horizontal direction use the 9-7 biorthogonal filters (not shown). In addition to the filters, extra storage elements are shown (labeled "D") preceding the high pass filters (and the first lowpass filter).
When the filters' memories are filled, to produce 64 new outputs (i.e., vertical lines) at the end of the filterbank, one must provide one scalar input at and , two inputs at , four at , eight at , 16 at , and 32 at . For some quantization schemes, only the memory of these filters is necessary to decode the image from the wavelet domain. In general, the memory requirements can be divided into the inverse filtering operations and the quantization operations. Memoryless scalar quantization (SQ) requires no extra storage, whereas predictive SQ and context-based adaptive entropy coded SQ require extra coefficients to be stored for prediction or context during reconstruction. With zerotrees, information from different bit planes must be temporarily stored until entire wavelet coefficients can be deduced; then they can (in the proper order) be filtered to produce output image values. The "D" boxes in this case represent the process of accumulating bit plane information and delaying the input until wavelet coefficients are known. For EZW coding, for example, the memory requirement is the sum of the filter memories and the delay memories. A substantial savings in memory over the usual full-image EZW decoding can still be achieved.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The 24-bit color Lena image was compressed to 0.24 bits/pixel; a numerical comparison of the results with various hybrid filters is given in Table I . In all cases, horizontal filtering is identical to that in SPIHT; vertical filtering, however, uses levels of decomposition with 9-7 filters and 6-further levels with Haar filters. Here we report a color peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) by averaging the three component colors' mean square errors (MSE's) to produce MSE and then taking a logarithm as: PSNR MSE . The performance loss associated with substituting two or three levels of Haar filtering vertically is slight. While our work has been discussed primarily in the context of decoder operations, it is generally applicable to memory savings in encoder operations as well. That is, for many quantization and entropy coding strategies, filtering operations can be done incrementally at the encoder as well, employing each new line as it becomes available. We have recently extended the work in this paper by using quadtree-guided wavelet compression [6] for reduced memory coding, since only one or two levels of decomposition are required, and the extra storage (for prediction) is small [7] .
